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Introduction 

The UNIVERSEH Alliance is capable of taking into account its wide range of expertise and has 

already acquired extensive contacts with the space industry and European space Institutes to 

rapidly adapt to propose the most relevant courses to present European needs in the space 

Domain. Our primary goal is to work towards tomorrow’s needs and the future positioning of 

Europe as a major actor in space related activities. In order to do this, we prepared, sent and 

then analysed a questionnaire to identified stakeholders and interested parties concentrating 

particularly on future employers of our students in a European context. This included not only 

our close industrial partners in the space domain but also other pertinent institutional partners 

in the sector. The questionnaire focussed on what they identify as the principal competencies 

needed by the students they employ and how they consider this may evolve in the years to 

come. It was based on principles such as technology driven advances, long-term goals, life-

long learning, societal challenges, and jobs, industry and life in the future. This report provides 

a synthesis and an analysis of the results in view of the findings of Task 3.11. 

I. Methodology

A. The survey

Survey purpose: This survey provides an opportunity to investigate what are the main 

challenges linked to the evolution of the space sector from a skills perspective. The main 

objective is to identify what are and will be the key evolutions of the sector and the associated 

expectations in terms of competences in the medium- and long-term perspectives. The 

analysis focuses on the possible recruitment difficulties and if there is a mismatch between 

what skills the industry needs and what skills the UNIVERSEH Consortium Universities 

currently produce. The development of new courses and programmes within the UNIVERSEH 

framework will benefit from the insights of this survey. 

Structure of the survey: The survey is divided into three parts. Firstly, the questionnaire focuses 

on the space segments that are key for the sector, now and in the future. Four space segments 

have been identified in the frame of the UNIVERSEH project to cover all the possible domains 

of activities. The second part of the questionnaire analyses the “employment needs for 

graduates'' to better understand the key positions and functions that are expected to expand 

and also to identify the source of job openings (new jobs or replacements). The last part of the 

1 Annex 4: Matrix 3.1 
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questionnaire is designed to investigate the interdisciplinarity challenges and needs, and to 

identify what hybrid sets of competences would be beneficial for the space sector industry. 

Competences definition challenge: The questionnaire has been created in a collegial manner 

by a working group composed of at least one representative of each partner university. During 

the conception of the questionnaire, a challenge regarding the definition of “skills” particularly 

caught our attention. Indeed, there are different approaches that can be chosen to define skills 

and competences. There is a demand for a large number of technical skills in the industry but 

also a demand for soft skills. We differentiate skills associated to our six identified academic 

fields (Science & Engineering / Economy, Business, Finance, Law / Medicine & Health / Social 

& Human Sciences / Art & Cultural Studies / Innovation & Patents, Entrepreneurship), and 

other general skills that graduates can develop in addition to their solid knowledge in their related 

field of study (this second type of skills includes general IT and technical skills, and general soft 

skills.) The list of skills provided is non-exhaustive and the respondent is given a chance to suggest 

other types of skills, if needed. Eventually, the word “competences” includes a set of behaviour and 

knowledge connected with characteristics expected at a given position. In that respect, it refers to 

some type of knowledge (developed thanks to a learning process, during the studies), to some type 

of skills (more precise skills that could be technical or social skills), and to some type of abilities or 

behaviour that are inherent to individuals and considered as important in a workplace. All three 

types are interconnected and some specialized training in an academic domain can help 

developing both technical, social skills and other abilities. 

B. The sample and respondents’ profile

Global sample (contacts identified for the dissemination of the survey): The samples for the 

survey were drawn largely from the UNIVERSEH databases of stakeholders already engaged 

in the project, or supporting it, strongly focused on space-related activities, and from 

organisations across the partner countries thanks to privileged local contacts. For example, to 

disseminate the survey in France, UNIVERSEH benefited from the Aerospace Valley network. 

In total, the survey was disseminated to 90 companies/organisations2.  

Cartography sample: Most of the respondents come from France at 50%, and the other half 

come from Europe (Europe country non-specified 12%, Poland 8%, Luxembourg 10%, 

Sweden 9%, Germany 4%, Portugal 3%, Italy / Germany / Belgium 1%)  

The closure of the survey was extended in order to try to gather more answers from the less 

represented countries in the respondents. In order to have a chance to broaden our results 

and get some answers from the less represented countries, the survey has been kept open 

after extraction of the data for this analysis on October 8th 2021. Hence the results may be 

extended at a later date. 

2 Annex 2: List of organisations contacted 

https://www.aerospace-valley.com/
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Actual respondents to the survey: 48 answers (27 made the name of their organisations known 

and 21 anonymously) out of 90 organisations contacted3.  

Type and size: A majority of respondents were businesses/organisations with fewer than 50 

employees (44%), and 17 % were larger businesses/organisations with between 50 and 249 

employees. 29% belong to organisations with more than 250 employees. (Figure 1: Size of 

respondents & Figure 2: Type of respondent) 

60% of respondents belong to a company, 15% to a Research Center or an Academic 

Institution, 8% are agencies, 6% belong to another type (non-profit organisations), 2% are from 

the public sector and/or Government bodies. 

Figure 1: Size of respondents 

3 Annex 2: List of organisations contacted 
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Figure 2: Type of respondents 

Functions: 46% of the respondents occupy steering and management functions. 15% work for 

the Research and Development department, 13% belong to other functions than the ones 

initially proposed (Other functions: education, advocacy, policy officer, corporate development, 

administrative staff), 10% have Engineering functions. Finally, 6% are part of Human 

Resources teams. 2% are from Sales, marketing, and communication departments. (No 

answer was received from a Financial department representative.) (Figure 3: Functions of 

respondents) 
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Figure 3: Functions of respondents 

Internationalisation of activities:  Same proportion for both national and European based 

activities, 54% declare that their activities are located in the national country and 54% in the 

European Union, 27% declare their activities are deployed outside the European Union. 

Respondents had the possibility to select multiple entries: for example, “activities nationally 

deployed” and “activities deployed out of EU”. 

Experience in the space domain: 21% of the respondents have more than 30 years of 

experience in the space domain, 33% have between 11 and 30 years of experience, and 35% 

have less than 10 years. (11% of respondents did not answer this question) 

Overall, this survey sample, though limited in size, provides a base for a first examination of 

various competences issues and needs: several European countries are represented and a 

majority of respondents have an activity in Europe, all sizes of organisation are represented, 

and a lot of respondents come from steering and management functions. This sample allows 

a broad vision towards future skills, which is the core subject of this report. 
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C. Detailed methodology

Online survey: The list of companies/organisations to which the survey was disseminated (90 

organisations) has been defined according to the core space activities, the different fields of 

applications, and the spatial segments covered. The main source of contacts was the 

databases of UNIVERSEH Stakeholders, and local network organisations (such as the 

Aerospace Valley cluster). 

Interviews: As an additional effort to gather interesting visions and more detailed results, 25 

companies were contacted by phone to organize direct interviews and finally a total of 6 

interviews were held with 5 different SMEs (Small and Medium-sized Enterprise), and 1 non-

profit association. 2 of the companies interviewed have more than 20 years of experience in 

the space sector, 2 have around 15 years of experience, and the others are younger 

companies created during the last 3 years. The six companies cover different areas in the 

space domain: mechanical and thermal engineering, environmental risk management and 

sustainable development, GNSS and telecommunications, space systems and software 

development including deep learning and artificial intelligence, and tele-detection and signal 

treatment for maritime applications.  

The discussions were guided thanks to the layout of the survey and the general questions, but 

not structured to allow respondents to give a more detailed view of the changing skills needs 

of the space sectors. Time was allocated to the definition of the space segments, and of the 

academic fields identified in our matrix4 so that the respondents were given an opportunity to 

share their interpretation of how these changing needs can be addressed. The main objectives 

of the interviews were: to identify the skills that employers need to develop their activities, to 

identify the current concerns and difficulties that employers can experience in finding the key 

skills in the current market, and to compare the current concerns to any concerns they might 

have in the next few years or in the next 10 years, according to the projected development of 

their activities. Indeed, respondents were more willing to share orally their recruitment 

difficulties than by answering the survey in an online form.  

4 Annex 4: Matrix 3.1 and Annex 3: Addressing the space sector: a 4-segment approach 
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II. Results and Analysis

This report summarises the findings of the survey considering both quantitative and qualitative 

elements, the online survey and the detailed interviews. The analysis of the evolution of the 

space applications segments and the interdisciplinarity challenge regarding the skills are each 

discussed separately before findings from both elements are considered together to provide 

an overview of needs for skills across the industry and some development perspectives for the 

UNIVERSEH project. Charts and tables are used to illustrate the findings where appropriate. 

The overall results of the survey with all raw data tables can be shared upon request. 

A. Today and tomorrow’s space activities and sectors

a) Space application segments

Firstly, in order to identify the key evolutions of the space sector and what would be the 

associated impact on the employment market and on skills needs, respondents were asked to 

classify space segment applications according to the importance they have for their activities 

now and in the future. 

The space segments identified in the UNIVERSEH project are the following: 

● Our Earth: e.g. Earth Science, climate change, teledetection and earth observation,

natural resources, geo data, mobility, telecommunication, navigation, precision

agriculture;

● Access to Space and Around Earth: e.g. Sustainable Space, space debris, on-orbit

servicing, science & technology, space environment, launchers and rockets, reusable

launch vehicles, earth observation & telecom satellites, green propulsion, law;

● Space Settlement and Resources: e.g. architecture & construction, agriculture

(breeding), sociology of sciences, sociological studies on human behaviour and

interactions, space environmental psychology, medicine, health, telemedicine,

psychology, space tourism, ISRU resources, space navigation (space ports,

operations);

● Space Exploration and Discovery: e.g. space mission planning, space energy

system architecture, our origins (cosmology, star formation, exobiology, philosophy),

space probes, AI & robotics.
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Figure 4: Question 2 - “Which of the space application segments are most important for 

your current activities?” 

Number of answers for each segment: 

 
To build the table above, the scale of importance has been replaced by numbers : 4 = most 

important, 3 = very important, 2 = important, and 1 = least important. The score available in 

the table is the result of the number of answers received multiplied by the scale number for 

each level of importance. For example, 24 respondents classified “Our Earth” as level 4 / most 

important, which gives a score of 96. 

 

New table based on a score of importance calculated with the level of importance and 

the number of answers received:  

 

 

The question asked was “Which of the space application segments are most important 

for your current activities?”. Respondents were asked to classify the space segments 

identified by order of importance (they could not classify two segments as “most important”.) 

The segments Our Earth and Access to space and around Earth reach the highest scores with 

respectively 96 (most important) and 52 (most important) and 57 (very important). Space 

settlement and resources appears in third position with a score of 28 (most important.) Space 

exploration and discovery does not reach very high scores globally but obtains a score of 33 

for the classification “very important”. 
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Figure 5: Question 2 - “Which of the space application segments are most important for 

your current activities?” Space segments classified as “most important” in the question 2 by 

type of respondents: 

Considering the type of respondents and the links with the answers to the question 2 (Figure 

5: Question 2 above): the “Our Earth” segment is considered as the most important by half of 

the companies (14 out of 29), by agencies (3 out of 4), by research centres/academic 

institutions (3 out of 7). Access to space and around Earth is the second most important 

segment and is considered as most important by companies (10 out of 29), and by 2 research 

centres/academic institutions (out of 7). 

Respondents were then asked to provide examples to illustrate their answers (Q3 - 

summarised table in figure 6.) 62% of respondents provided some examples to illustrate their 

opinion. In fact, a lot of examples were given for the Space Settlement and Resources 

segment, which is classified as one of the least important, with several examples linked to the 

Moon or other lunar resources and other forefront activities in this field. Moreover, during the 

interviews and through the examples given, the concern about sustainability of space was 

often emphasised: “ESG [Environment, Social and Governance] is becoming an essential part 

of strategy and we integrate more and more Environment, Social and Governance 

considerations into our strategy including requests to suppliers.” Green propulsion, risk 

management linked to water or fire on Earth, climate change monitoring, importance of a 

sustainable near space environment, reusable launchers are part of the recurring themes. 

Another comment received is that the proposed division into space segments was missing 

planetary science, space science, solar physics, space instruments, which could be 

considered as more transversal topics and included in different segments. During the 

interviews, the space segment classifications were deeply explained and discussed since this 

classification is not exhaustive and it is only one view that can be challenged. When the 

respondents answered the questionnaire directly online, one can suppose they did not have 

the same understanding of the classification, and it might have led to some misunderstandings. 
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Figure 6: Question 3 - “Could you provide some examples to illustrate your previous 

answers for one of the space segments or for all of them?” 

If we consider the answers received regarding the classification of the space segments in the 

near future (Figure 7: Question 4 below), one can note that the importance of the segment 

“Our earth” is still significant with 41.3% of respondents answering it is “very likely to be 

developed in the near future”. Access to space and Around Earth remains one of the segments 

of main interest with 33.3% of respondents considering it is “very likely to be developed in the 

near future”. The answers are quite different if one observes the results for the long term: the 

segment Space exploration and discovery is considered as the most likely to be developed in 

the long term with 45% of answers. It is followed by Space settlement and Resources (22.5%.) 
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Figure 7: Question 4 - “Regarding the following Space Application Segments, how do 

you see future developments in your company / organisation? Free choice, no 

restriction on multiple entries in the same column.” The results are presented as % of 

replies of each statement (column) for each sector. 

 

 

Respondents could select different segments for the same category (example: select two 

different segments as very likely to be developed in the near future), but after verification, the 

overall result for this question is not impacted by multiple entries in the same column. 

 

Figure 8: Question 4 - Segments considered as “very likely to be developed” by type of 

respondents - “Regarding the following space application Segments, how do you see 

future developments in your company / organisation? Free choice, no restriction on 

multiple entries in the same column.” 

 

 

It is possible next to check if there are any tendencies according to the type of respondents. It 

is reminded that respondents had the possibility to choose multiple entries. Companies are 

divided in their judgment: the segment Our Earth is selected 18 times as “very likely to be 

developed” and the segment Access to space and around Earth is selected 16 times. Agencies 
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also tend to highlight the Our Earth segment (selected 4 times), and Space Settlement and 

resources (selected 3 times.) The results are more even for Research centres/Academic 

institutions with less difference between the sectors. They, (as well as companies to a lesser 

extent) are also more interested in the Space exploration segment (selected 3 times by the 

Research centers/Academic institutions and 6 times by the companies.) 

Following this question about the future developments of segments, 54% of respondents 

provided examples (Answers received are summarised in the table below) Most of the 

examples provided were linked to the “Our Earth” segment, with several comments linked to 

sustainable topics (climate change, space debris, impact of man-made object.) Robotics, 

space missions and resources are also part of the examples often provided. Artificial 

intelligence has also been mentioned as well as the development of digital twins, which can 

both concern different space segments depending on the objective of their use.   

Figure 9: Question 5: “Could you provide some examples to illustrate your previous 

answers for one of the space segments or for all of them?” 
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b) Employment needs for graduates

The next part of the questionnaire was focused on the respondents’ employment needs for 

graduates, in order to identify what are and will be the key positions/functions where they need 

a workforce now or where they will hire graduates in the future. (Figure 10: Question 7 ”For 

your organisation, what are the key positions / functions to which graduates will be 

recruited in the next few years and in the future (next 5-10 years)? ”) 

Respondents had the possibility to choose between several possible answers: a 

position/function important for the next few years (option 1), for the next 5-10 years (option 2), 

or for both the next few years and in 5-10 years (option 3). One can note the importance of 

engineering positions (60% of respondents consider it is important for both the near future 

and the longer term) Research and Development is also highlighted as a key function with 

40% respondents considering it as key for both the next few years and 5-10 years, and 33% 

who answered it is important for the next few years. Project management functions are also 

stressed as important (38% answered for both the next few years and in 5-10 years, and 29% 

answered that it is key for the next few years) Globally, there is also an interest for Finance, 

Accounting and marketing functions for which 29% of respondents answered it is key for 

both the next few years and in 5-10 years. There are more answers received for the needs in 

the next few years or for both the short and long term, and less for the 5-10 years, which can 

be a sign that it is more difficult to project the needs in a longer perspective.  
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Figure 10: Question 7 - ”For your organisation, what are the key positions / functions to 

which graduates will be recruited in the next few years and in the future (next 5-10 

years)? ”

Respondents could classify different functions in the same category: for example, one 

can answer Engineering and Logistics are both key for the next years. 

Among the non-exhaustive list of positions and functions provided, respondents had also the 

possibility to suggest other types. “Production / manufacturing / integration, customer service, 

Communication and policy, Legal advisers, Professional GIS (Geographic Information System 

trainer)“ were proposed. (Question 8) 

To understand what would be the origin of their future employment needs, respondents were 

asked to specify if it would be linked to creation of new jobs, or replacing the existing workforce. 

According to the graph below (Figure 11: Question 9), 60% of respondents consider that the 

demand for graduates will arise due to both needs.  27% consider this demand will be linked 

to uniquely the need to cover new jobs, and 4 % consider it will be uniquely linked to the 

need to replace the existing workforce. 2% highlighted that the demand will arise due to 

business development needs, and 6% did not answer this question. 
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Figure 11: Question 9 - “If applicable, the future demand for graduates will arise due 

to…:” 

After this question, respondents were given the chance to provide some comments in a blank 

space, which 38% did (Question 10). They highlighted that their needs would be linked to 

Human resources management with replacement first, and possible job openings in the future. 

Some comments also highlighted the importance of finding “transversal engineers” with project 

management, team management and business skills. Other respondents with support 

functions mutualised in a big group, considered that the job needs would be more linked to 

engineering, research and development and technical functions.  It has also been pointed out 

that “for all areas there will be a partial need to replace existing workforce, albeit not with the 

exact same skill sets”, and the need for skills in the “new technological trends” is also 

mentioned. Two respondents (both SMEs) stressed that their organisation will grow rapidly in 

the next few years with important hiring plans, and even “triple” in size. 

Most of these answers are provided by companies. Among 29 companies, 17 consider that 

the future demand for graduates will arise due to both the need to cover new jobs and replace 

existing workforce, 9 due to only the need to cover new jobs and 2 due to only the need to 

replace existing workforce. The tendency is similar for the other types of respondents who 

globally think in majority that the origin of jobs opening will be linked to both reasons. (Figure 

12 - Question 9 by type) Regarding the size of the organisations who answered this question, 

organisations with more than 1000 employees all consider it will be linked to both new jobs 
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opening and replacing workforce. The answers are more divided for the other sizes of 

organisations. Between 10 and 999 employees, most of the respondents answered “both” or 

“the need to cover new jobs”, with a bit more of respondents answering “both”. Nevertheless, 

for the organisations with less than 10 employees, the need to cover new jobs got the same 

number of answers as both new job creation and replacing existing workforce. (Figure 12 - 

Question 9 by size) Most of the respondents occupy Steering and management functions, but 

the proportion of answers for each option is quite similar for the other functions. (Figure 12 - 

Question 9 by functions) 

 

Figure 12 - Question 9 by type / by size / by functions - “If applicable, the future demand 

for graduates will arise due to…:” 
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c) Summary of key findings and other general comments 

 

Summary of key findings:  

This first section addressing the space sector insists on how the space domain is perceived 

now and what would be the future evolution. Nevertheless, the analysis of answers received 

represents the near future more than long term perspectives.  

Space segments of interest now and in the future are mostly “Our Earth” and “Access to Space 

and Around Earth”, which is stressed especially by agencies and companies. 

On the contrary, segments very likely to be developed in the long term are “Space settlement 

and resources”, and “Space exploration and discovery” which imply new areas to be covered 

in the training and curriculum.  

According to the answers received to the questions concerning the employment needs, one 

can note that the space job market is expanding and changing.  Answers received take into 

account projections especially for the next few years, or for both the short and longer term. 

The projections in 5-10 years received less answers from respondents, but still, indicated an 

increase in the job market. Considering the origin of job openings, one can note the importance 

of the need to cover new jobs: these new jobs are associated with new skills and new 

competences to be anticipated. The new courses and new European curriculum should take 

into account the evolution of already existing jobs and the creation of totally new types of jobs. 

This observation will be complemented by an analysis of another question asked in the survey 

concerning new positions where respondents were asked to provide examples of totally new 

positions.5  

 

To go further: other general comments  

Furthermore, it is possible to analyse the comments received in the blank spaces, or in the 

open questions, together with some outputs generated following two events dedicated to the 

space job market and space sector evolution: 

- Workshop on the future of work in the space sector: the perspective of industry 

organized by the European Space Agency and held on September 8th, 20216.  

                                                
5 Figure 21: Questions 16, 17 and 18 in the section “Required Interdisciplinarity of space education”. 
6 Workshop based on 3 previous forums gathering large system integrator groups (LSIs – 5 companies 
Ariane Group, Airbus, OHB, TAS, Ruag), Midcaps (24 companies) and SMEs (contributions from 35 
companies with questionnaire and interviews)  
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- Space and the Universities of the Future in Europe: UNIVERSEH kick-off meeting held 

on October 4th in Toulouse: Roundtable “Employability and future skills: the role of 

SMEs and corporations in UNIVERSEH”7 

The issues covered during these two events and the comments received in our survey 

(online survey and interviews) raise different points that can be stressed and included in the 

survey overall analysis. 

Firstly, one can stress a common concern about the link between Space and Society and how 

space can help to address societal challenges. The space sector is gaining more public 

visibility: a growing economic sector and greater awareness about the role of the space 

economy as a source of information (connectivity, data in daily life). This element is also linked 

with the perceived role of Space in society: the image of space faces several problems such 

as poor knowledge and understanding, and some kind of bashing similar to the plane-bashing. 

An element also raised by the companies interviewed and during the three roundtables of the 

ESA workshop is the need to move towards greener space activities. This is also perceived 

through the comments received which includes some key words: how to deal with space 

debris, reusable rockets, impact of man-made objects, climate change challenge and the use 

of space technology for agriculture, water management… In short, there are 3 types of 

concerns regarding greener space activities: greener production methods, energy-

friendly/efficient facilities and products, and compliance with environmental regulations. 

Moreover, beyond the importance of specific space segments, comments received allude to 

the integration of new technologies, concepts and processes. For the space segment “Our 

Earth”, the challenge of managing increasing data volumes is linked with the need for 

professionals able to deal with cybersecurity issues, for example. Specific new technologies 

are also listed as examples: Artificial Intelligence, machine learning, digital twin concepts, 

space debris mitigation technologies, robotics, big data, quantum technologies… One can 

assume there could be a need for a trained workforce in these new technologies. Another 

change affecting the space sector and stressed during the ESA workshop concerns the 

production. Some SMEs and companies operate a transition from manufacturing to 

serialization, and integrate model-based systems engineering. It refers to a formalized process 

to support the production phases from systems requirements, design, analysis, and validation, 

from the beginning phases to the late life cycle phases. These models encourage a structured 

approach with all successive engineering phases with a distinction between operational needs 

and systems needs. The objective is to reduce significantly the design phase, allow mass scale 

customization and greatly reduce the cost of designing new satellites based on existing 

designs, for example. This new approach in production raises a challenge for an important 

type of workforce in the space domain: need for an evolution of the mind-set of the system 

engineers. New technologies and production processes also imply more complex 

environments with new commercial and technical interfaces. These interfaces mix different 

                                                
7 Annex 5: UNIVERSEH: The Conference on Space and the Universities of the Future in Europe 
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aspects of a project: production organization with suppliers, sub-contractors and procurement, 

new software interfaces, new clients management interfaces (use of CRM, Customer 

Relationship Management tools), new integration interface… Globally, professionals of the 

space sector are working and will work in complex and technology rich environment and this 

must be taken into account when developing a new curriculum.  

Finally, some comments were received in the survey but also formulated during the 

UNIVERSEH roundtables regarding the digitalization of the sector, especially following the 

Covid-19 crisis. Space is confirmed as a strategic and resilient sector but the sanitary crisis 

accelerated the digitalization process of the sector. As in other sectors, remote working is now 

developed and there is a growing need for remote team management skills. In the European 

Space Agency Agenda for 2025, there is a notion of “full digital continuity with industry”8. It is 

also referring to digital nomadism which has been mentioned during the ESA workshop: this 

new tendency is not yet developed in space activities but it could be a future evolution of the 

employment space sector. It will imply new ways of remote management and new mindsets. 

There also could be an evolution of the way Research and Development is conducted: tools 

favouring online interaction and new skills for remote R&D teams. 

 

  

                                                
8 European Space Agency Agenda 2025, page 12:  
https://esamultimedia.esa.int/docs/ESA_Agenda_2025_final.pdf  

https://esamultimedia.esa.int/docs/ESA_Agenda_2025_final.pdf
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B.  Required interdisciplinarity of Space Education 

 

After analysing the projected evolution of the space sector and the application of the different 

space segments, the respondents were next asked for information about how they consider 

interdisciplinarity in the future of space education. Interdisciplinarity refers here to different 

combinations of two or more academic fields to build cross-sectorial curricula outside 

of the traditional boundaries, as new needs and professions emerge in the space sector.  
UNIVERSEH seeks to reinforce links with the disciplinary areas outside of Science & 

engineering, for example in Economy-business-finance & law, Medicine & health, Social 

& human sciences, Art & cultural studies, and Innovation, patents & entrepreneurship. 

Firstly, respondents were directly asked if they think it is useful to recruit graduates who have 

interdisciplinary competences? (Question 11) 67% of respondents consider that it is useful to 

recruit graduates who have interdisciplinary competences, 21% consider that it is better to 

recruit two people with complementary skills, and 6 % prefer to hire specialists. 6% did not 

answer this question.  It is possible to look further into the answers provided by taking into 

account the type, the size and the functions of respondents. (Figure 13 - Question 11 by type 

/ by size / by functions) Most companies think it is a good idea to recruit graduates with 

interdisciplinary skills (22 out of 29), 6 companies prefer to recruit two different people with 

complementary skills, and 1 prefers having specialists. Regarding the agencies, 3 out of 4 think 

it is a good idea to recruit graduates with interdisciplinary skills, 1 prefers having specialists.  

For the Research centres and academic institutions, results are more divided: among 7 

answers, 2 think it is a good idea, 2 prefer hiring specialists and 2 think it is better to recruit 

two different people with complementary skills. For steering and management functions, 12 

out of 22 think it is a good idea, and 7 think it’s better to recruit two different people with 

complementary skills.  All respondents from engineering functions think it is a good idea to 

recruit graduates with interdisciplinary competences, and all HR representatives as well. For 

R&D functions: 4 think it is a good idea, 2 prefer hiring specialists, 1 thinks it’s better to recruit 

two different people with complementary skills. Lastly, considering the size, for the 

respondents representing less than 250 employees, 21 out of 29 think it is a good idea to 

recruit graduates who have interdisciplinary competences. For the respondents between 250 

and 999 employees, the answers are quite divided with the same proportion of respondents 

answering “it is a good idea” and “it’s better to recruit two different people with complementary 

skills. Respondents with more than 1000 employees mostly think it is a good idea (7 out of 8.) 

Globally, the answers provided are similar for SME or bigger companies. Our sample being 

limited (48 answers), a further study for this type of question could help to analyse more deeply 

the results and the possible correlations with the type, the size or the functions of respondents. 

The cross-analysis provided for the next questions on interdisciplinarity below also 

supplements these first observations.  
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Figure 13 - Question 11 by type / by size / by functions - Do you think it is useful to 

recruit graduates who have interdisciplinary competences? e.g. Space Engineering + 

another subject   
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a) Hybrid skills sets  

To identify the most important academic fields for the space activities for companies and at a 

larger scale, for the European space sector, the respondents were asked to graduate the 

importance of academic fields from 1, which means not important at all to 5, very important 

(Figure 14: Question 12-A and Figure 15: Question 13-A below). 

Regarding Science and Engineering, one can observe it is considered as very important for 

both the companies and the EU space sector (77% and 79% of answers), and this academic 

field is never classified with the lowest levels, 1 or 2 (Figure 14: Question 12-A and Figure 15: 

Question 13-A below.) This academic field is classified with the highest level of importance (5) 

by most of the companies (25 out of 29), and 2 agencies out of 4. Research Centres and 

academic institutions present more divided results with 5 out of 7 classifying it at 5, and 2 out 

of 7 classifying as important level 3 (Figure 16: Question 12-A by type). 

Economy and business also attracted high interest from respondents who classified it as 

very important or important (level 4, 27% and level 5, 23% for the companies; 35% for both 

levels 4 and 5, for the EU Space sector / Figure 14: Question 12-A and Figure 15: Question 

13-A below) When looking at the type of respondents answering this question, one can observe 

that agencies attach high importance to this field (2 out of 5) classify it with the most important 

level of importance (5), and 2 with a level 3. The answers of the companies are more divided, 

but 16 out of 29 classify this field at levels 5 and 4. (Figure 16: Question 12-A by type).  

Moreover, one can observe that Medicine and Health are perceived as more important for 

the EU space sector globally than for the companies surveyed which are not involved in the 

Medicine and Health domain. Indeed, this field reaches levels 3 and 4 (6% for both) for the 

companies, and 25% level 4 plus 10% level 5 for the EU space sector (Figure 14: Question 

12-A and Figure 15: Question 13-A below) If one looks at the answers received by type, it is 

possible to observe that Medicine and health does not reach the highest level of importance in 

this question. However, it should be noted that among the organisations contacted and the 

respondents who answered in a non-anonymous form, medicine and health is not a field of 

work really represented. (Figure 16: Question 12-A by type). 

Social and Human Sciences are perceived slightly more important for the EU space sector 

globally than for the activities of the companies interviewed. 19% classified it as important 

(level 4) for the EU space sector. (Figure 14: Question 12-A and Figure 15: Question 13-A 

below) For this field, the answers from the agencies are quite divided: 1 out of 4 answered that 

Social and human sciences are of level 5 of importance and 2 respectively chose the levels 1 

and 2. This field is also classified at level 5 of importance by one of the Research 

centres/Academic institutions. (Figure 16: Question 12-A by type.) 

One can note the same trend for Innovation, Patents and Entrepreneurship which is 

considered as more important for the EU space sector than for the companies surveyed. This 
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field reached higher rates with 29% who consider it important and 15% very important (level 5 

of importance) for the companies, and 25% (level 4 of importance) and 46% (level 5 of 

importance) for the EU space sector. Agencies considered this field with a level 4 of importance 

(3 out of 4) or level 3 (1 out of 4). The answers from the companies are more divided but half 

of them (14 out of 29) chose to classify this field at levels 5 and 4, the other half chose the 

lower levels. (Figure 16: Question 12-A by type below) 

Lastly, Art and cultural studies did not reach very high levels of importance but is considered 

more important globally for the EU space sector (4% of answers for level 5, 6% for level 4, and 

15% for level 3. - (Figure 14: Question 12-A and Figure 15: Question 13-A below) There is no 

particular correlation with the type of respondents. The very nature of the sample should, 

however, be considered here. Indeed, to date, "Art and cultural studies" are not a prominent 

field for the space sector activities, and the sample itself does not include many "Art & Cultural" 

players. This should be reinforced in any future investigation. 

 

Figure 14: Question 12-A - For your Company/Organisation: which of the disciplines do 

you consider generally important in 5 - 10 years for graduates to be hired in the space 

domain?  5 means definitely very important and 1 means not important at all 
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Figure 15: Question 13-A - For the EU Space Sector: which of the disciplines do you 

consider generally important in 5 - 10 years for graduates to be hired in the space 

domain? 5 means definitely very important and 1 means not important at all
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Figure 16: Question 12-A and 12-B by type / function  

A - “For your Company/Organisation: which of the disciplines do you consider generally 

important in 5 - 10 years for graduates to be hired in the space domain?”   5 means 

definitely very important and 1 means not important at all -  

B - “How easy or difficult is it to recruit graduates in the fields you consider generally 

important in 5-10 years for graduates to be hired in the space domain?” 
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With regard to the combination of academic fields, the respondents were asked to select different 

mixes of disciplines that they consider useful for graduates to be hired in the future (Figure 17: 

Question 14 and Figure 18: Question 15 below) They had the possibility to select different 

answers and to choose a combination while indicating what would be the major or the minor.  

The first clear result is that there is an interest for hybrid sets of Science & Engineering and 

Economy/Business/Finance/Law skills. 9.3% of the answers received to this question concern 

this combination - there is a slight decrease in the figures for the projection in 5-10 years but 

globally the result and interest for this set is the same. This point has also been illustrated during 

different interviews where the respondents gave the example of an engineer able to understand 

the commercial aspects of the development of a product or a space project. Candidates with 

business profiles were also considered as interesting when they can also provide some technical 

information and understand the engineering challenges of a project. This is one of the examples 

taken during interviews to introduce the notion of “conversion course” where students with a 

specific background follow a conversion course to add a space dimension to their initial training. 

Another set of interests is Science and Engineering and management skills: project management 
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skills but also competences usually attributed to the Human Resources function like team 

management skills.  

A second clear result is the interest for the combination of Science and Engineering with 

Innovation, Patents and Entrepreneurship (11.7% of answers for a major in Engineering and 

minor in Innovation, Patents and Entrepreneurship and 8.6% for a Major in Innovation, Patents 

and Entrepreneurship with a minor in Science engineering) During an interview, the importance 

of managing the European rules associated with Patents was mentioned. The interest for this 

combination in 5-10 years is also very clear with a slight decrease (respectively 8.8% and 7.1% 

of answers.) 

Another combination of interest for the respondents is a set of Innovation, Patents and 

Entrepreneurship with Economy, Business, Finance, Law. 4.8% of answers consider it useful 

for graduates to be hired now with a major in Innovation, Patents and Entrepreneurship, and 4.1% 

with a major in Economy, Business or Law. In 5-10 years, this result is a bit different since 4.1% 

of the respondents consider having a major in Economy, Business and Law useful, and 7.1% of 

answers prefer a major in Innovation, Patents, and Entrepreneurship. 

Regarding the combination of Science & Engineering and Social and Human Sciences a 

respondent stressed that it is important that engineers as well as management (finance and 

Human Resources for example) get Social and Human Sciences background, in particular in the 

following domains: Geography, Political sciences, History, Literature. This hybrid skills set 

reached important levels for both results “now” and “in the next 5-10 years”: between 3.4% and 

5.1% of answers depending on the choice “major/minor”. A major in Social and Human Sciences 

with a minor in Science Engineering obtained slightly more important results. 

Finally, another combination that can be of interest is Science and Engineering with Medicine 

and Health and the result is slightly growing for the projections in 5-10 years. Indeed, 3.8% of 

answers stressed that it is useful now for newly hired graduates to mix both disciplines with a 

major in Medicine, and 3.4% with a major in Science and Engineering. In 5-10 years, this figure 

reached 4.4% of answers without distinction major/minor.  
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Figure 17: Question 14 - “What mix of disciplines would you consider useful for graduates 

to be hired now in the space domain?”  
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Figure 18: Question 15 - “What mix of disciplines would you consider useful for graduates 

to be hired in the next 5-10 years in the space domain?” 
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b) Recruitment difficulty 

For the different academic fields identified in the frame of the UNIVERSEH project, 

respondents were asked to stress from which field they have more difficulties to recruit. They 

had to choose if it is “easy to recruit” or “difficult to recruit”, or they had the possibility to not 

answer the question for all fields. Results regarding Science & Engineering are divided, since 

42% of respondents have difficulties recruiting in this field and 27% think it is easy to find a 

workforce in this domain. (Figure 19: Question 12-B above) If one looks at the type of 

respondents answering this question, one can observe that 15 companies out of 29 said it is 

difficult to recruit in this field, 5 answered it is easy to recruit, and 9 did not answer this question. 

1 agency out of 4 answered that it is difficult to recruit graduates in this field. The difficulty to 

recruit is especially expressed by the main functions of the person filling in the questionnaire: 

3 respondents from the engineering functions out of 5 and 5 respondents from the Research 

and Development functions out of 7 answered it is difficult to recruit in Science and 

Engineering. This concern is also expressed by Steering and management with 9 respondents 

out of 22 answering they have difficulties to hire in this field. (Figure 16: Question 12-B by 

type/function above.) 

A second clear result is the difficulty respondents have to find graduates in the Innovation, 

patents and Entrepreneurship domain (38% consider it is difficult to recruit in this field for 

their company/organisation - Figure 19: Question 12-B) 3 agencies out of 4 answered it is 

difficult to recruit in this field, and 11 companies out of 15 who answered this question (among 

29, only the half answered this question.) The respondents who stressed that they have 

difficulties recruiting in this field occupy Corporate development (1), Education (2), Engineering 

(1), Policy officer (1), Research and Development (4) and Steering management positions (8) 

(Figure 16: Question 12-B by type/function.) 

The results are more qualified for the other fields: 21% find it difficult recruiting in the domain 

Economy, Business, Finance, Law (Figure 19: Question 12-B.) 7 companies out of the 18 

who answered this question consider it difficult to recruit in this field. 1 organisation from the 

public sector and 2 Research centres or academic institutions also consider it is difficult to hire 

in this field. Respondents who consider it difficult to recruit in this field occupy mainly Human 

resources, Research and development and Steering and management functions. (Figure 19: 

Question 12-B by type/function.) 

17% find it difficult recruiting in the domain Medicine and Health (Figure 19: Question 12-B.) 

When looking at the type of respondents, 2 agencies out of 4 have difficulties to recruit in this 

field, and 5 companies out of the 6 who answered this question also consider it is difficult to 
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recruit in this field. (Figure 19: Question 12-B by type.) It should also be noted that 73% of 

respondents gave no answer indicating that either this sector is yet to be developed or the lack 

of respondents chosen with interests in this sector. It would be useful to follow up this point in 

a future study.  

Medicine and Health, Social and Human Sciences, and Art and cultural studies did not receive 

as many answers as the other fields but these fields are less represented in the overall 

respondents’ domains of activities. (Figure 19: Question 12-B). For Social and Human 

Sciences, and Art and cultural studies, respectively 73% and 75% of respondents gave no 

answer with similar conclusions as above.  

The same question was asked more generally for the EU space sector and results are slightly 

different even if we have still an important percentage of “no answer”. The fields where 

respondents consider it is more difficult to recruit at the EU space sector scale are Science 

and Engineering (29%), Innovation, patents, Entrepreneurship (27%), and Social and Human 

sciences (23%), followed by Art and Cultural studies (21%), Medicine and health (17%), and 

Economy, business finance and law (15%.)  

 

Figure 19: Question 12-B “How easy or difficult is it to recruit graduates in the fields you 

consider generally important in 5-10 years for graduates to be hired in the space 

domain? FOR YOUR COMPANY/ORGANISATION” 

 

Reading example for the table: in Science & engineering, 27% of the respondents think it is 

easy to recruit, 42 % think it is difficult to recruit and 31% do not answer.  
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Figure 20: Question 13-B - Question 12-B “How easy or difficult is it to recruit 

graduates in the fields you consider generally important in 5-10 years for graduates to 

be hired in the space domain? IN EU SPACE SECTOR” 
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c) The challenge for new positions and skills 

In the context of the previous questions, respondents were then asked to provide some 

examples of new positions with associated competences (Figure 21: Questions 16, 17 and 

18.) The proposed new positions have been summarised and classified in the table below. 18 

respondents out of 48 gave one example of new positions, 11 gave 2, and 7 gave 3. 

 

Figure 21: Questions 16, 17 and 18 - “Based on the mentioned mix of disciplines, do 

you see any totally new position(s) for graduates in the next 10 years in your 

organisation? (E.g.: space mining expert, space tourism manager, …)” 

 

 

We were able to identify three major categories of positions. The first is linked to Human 

Resources skills. Respondents stressed once again the importance of having engineers with 

Human Resources skills especially competences associated with the position of manager and 

team management. Another type of function was raised during an interview: the employees’ 

well-being. The example taken to illustrate this point was the necessity to accompany the 

growing phase of a company by making sure the employees are involved in strategic decisions, 

that they are not overloaded with work, that communication and transparency are ensured, 

and that roles are well understood. This kind of position involves also a larger scope of 
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missions linked not only to well-being, but also to happiness. The example of the position 

“happiness officer” was mentioned.  

The second category of new functions is linked to business and marketing. Concern was 

also expressed regarding the growing phase of a company suggesting that respondents 

considered that these new positions are more likely to be created in a business development 

phase. The importance of image and of visibility were emphasised. Managing skills linked to 

communication together with technical skills were also stressed several times during the 

interviews. Indeed, concern was raised regarding the image of space activities and how to 

refute space bashing. Innovation is also a key topic for the creation of new positions. 

Thirdly a category of new positions were proposed which are more technical and specialized. 

Among the propositions one can note the following which are more likely to be developed in 

the future according to the suggested evolutions of the space sectors as presented in the 

previous part of this report “Today and tomorrow’s space activities and sectors”: positions 

linked to mining, to ergonomics, to cybersecurity, to ethics and space, or to the increased role 

of astronauts. The other positions suggested already exist in one form or another in the space 

sector (example: hardware developer.) 
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d) Interdisciplinarity and soft skills 

With respect to competencies that are not directly linked to a specific academic field, 

respondents were asked to stress the importance of different skills that graduates should have 

in addition to solid knowledge in their related field of study. (Figure 22 Question 19) The same 

question was asked for the projection over 10 years. 

 

Figure 22: Question 19 “What are competencies that graduates you hire for your 

company should have in addition to solid knowledge in their related field of study? How 

important for the company now?” 
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Figure 23: Question 19 “What are competencies that graduates you hire for your 

company should have in addition to solid knowledge in their related field of study? How 

important will it be for the company in 10 years?” 

 

 

 

The top 3 most important competencies presently for the respondents are Interpersonal skills 

and cooperation (69%), Communication skills (63%) and analytical skills (58%). The results 

are quite similar for the projection over 10 years with Interpersonal skills and cooperation 

(69%), Communication skills (65%) and analytical skills (60%) plus Intercultural skills and 

cultural empathy (importance growing from 38% now to 60% in 10 years.) One can note that 

the skills considered as most important can also be associated with competencies often 

developed in the frame of Social and Human sciences training. The skills associated with more 

classical scientific profiles (Information Technology skills, data analytics, programming) did not 

reach particularly high levels of interest for this question. One can assume graduates already 

have these competencies with their field of study.  

In addition to this question, respondents had the possibility to suggest other types of skills. The 

propositions are summarised in the table below. (Figure 24: Question 20) 
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Figure 24: Question 20 - “Other competences than the one already proposed in the 

question 19” 

 

 

The suggestions have been classified by different types, with firstly, several suggestions 

regarding adaptability and communication. Adaptability was also something emphasised 

during interviews. The following skills were highlighted: change management skills, and 

learning adaptability in a more complex technological and commercial work environment. In 

the communication category, there are several items referring to the new ways of 

communication in a remote way, day to day work exchanges, or how research and 

development is conducted. Skills regarding methodology and analytical competences have 

been very often stressed. Interviewed companies mentioned twice that the main role of 

engineers was to solve problems and to have a specific mindset and approach. Other types 

of skills which belong more to the hard skills category were suggested by the respondents, 

referring for example to software engineering, and digital twin technology. Artificial 

Intelligence skills, Information and Technology skills, and data analytics were already part of 

the proposed competences. 
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Figure 25: Question 21 - “How difficult is it to recruit graduates with the following 

competences?” 

 

Regarding the same set of competencies as initially proposed, respondents could highlight the 

difficulties that they encountered to recruit graduates with such skills. Data analytics and 

Artificial Intelligence did not gather lots of answers and interest with the previous question 

although respondents consider difficult to find graduates with these skills (44% very difficult, 

and 19% moderately difficult) The same observation applies for Software engineering and 

programming skills (27% very difficult, and 33% moderately difficult) Another type of skills 

important for respondents is Analytical skills (29% very difficult, and 29% moderately difficult 

to find graduates with these skills)  

When respondents were free to suggest different types of competencies for the identified 

academic fields, one can note that analytical skills were proposed for each academic field. This 

is also linked to a specific work methodology with project management skills and problem-

solving approach. This category is particularly developed for the field of Science and 

Engineering.  
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Figure 26: Question 22 - “For the following domains, could you suggest up to 3 key 

competences that graduates should have? (from the previous list or additional ones)” 

 

Interpersonal and intercultural skills have also been proposed for all six academic fields. Other 

new items proposed can be gathered in the category adaptation/flexibility: interdisciplinary 

mindset, curiosity, learning attitude, change management and growing strategy. These skill 

suggestions echo the underlying purpose of the UNIVERSEH project and can be encouraged 

with the new interdisciplinary courses. Further proposals refer to hard skills and one can note 

again the interest for business skills with a science and engineering background. Engineering 

also appears in Social and Human sciences, and in Medicine & Health. In the Medicine & 

Health domain, one can note the interest for biological modelling with space applications and 

for signal treatment.   
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Arts have also been proposed for the following fields: Science and engineering, Economy, 

business, finance and law, Social and human sciences and Medicine & Health. For this open 

question, suggestions concerning “arts” have been formulated several times. An example of 

an artistic project mixing science, arts and space industry was given: the Vitae project launched 

by Anilore Banon. This project is a living sculpture realised for a lunar environment. Thousands 

of handprints will be collected and put on a structure which will be deposited on the Moon by 

Vitae, as first men put their hands on caves walls. Industry is associated with the project, in 

particular Dassault Systems and Thumbsat. 

Regarding the field Social and Human Sciences, precise examples have been formulated in 

particular with respect to sociology: space sociology and demography studies and space 

applications. Human resources management and topics have been also mentioned in the 

answers received and by two respondents during the interviews.  

In summary, respondents insist on having graduates with commercial awareness, flexible 

to respond to innovation, with particular skill combinations across the ‘hard’/’soft’ skills 

divide, and an emphasis on analytical skills, project management skills and 

communication skills.  

 

 

http://vitaeproject.com/
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 C.   Summary of key findings and way forward:  

 

a) Perspectives from 3.1 and 3.2 task deliverables  

Considering the required interdisciplinarity in Space education, one striking observation is the 

interest for the link between Science & engineering and Economy & Business & Finance and 

Innovation & patents & entrepreneurship. This interest appears in different ways: students with 

a scientific background developing skills in economy, and the contrary, students with a 

business background developing an engineering understanding and more technical skills. The 

interest for Social and Human sciences or Art and cultural studies is more qualified but soft 

skills that are of most importance are generally associated with these academic fields: 

analytical skills, interpersonal skills and communication skills. Concerning Medicine and 

Health, even if a lot of respondents did not answer this question for this field, some of them 

stressed that they have difficulties recruiting in this domain: 2 agencies out of 4 and 5 

companies out of 6 who answered this question also consider it is difficult to recruit in this field. 

(Figure 19: Question 12-B by type.) A comment stressed a specific interest in biological 

modelling with space applications and signal treatment. Globally, when comparing the answers 

received with the findings of the mapping of competences9 one can note that even if Science 

& Engineering is naturally of interest, respondents also consider other fields as important for 

the space sector. The interdisciplinarity of space education is a topic that brought attention and 

interest: when asked if they think it is useful to recruit graduates who have interdisciplinary 

competences? (Question 11) 67% of respondents replied positively. Economy & Business & 

Finance and Innovation & patents & entrepreneurship are fields which are not the most 

represented in the mapping of competences (mapping realized for task 3.110) whereas there 

is a clear interest from respondents. Medicine and Health and Social and Human Sciences are 

also less represented and could be developed.  

 

b) “Introductory”, “opening” and “conversion” courses 

 

Another key observation is the interest for hybrid skill sets and combination of fields according 

to the major/minor results (question 14 and 15). This raises the question of the type of courses 

that could be created. Introductory courses or opening courses could hence be appropriate for 

students to develop their skills in another field complementary to their initial background. This 

would lead to professionals with mutual understanding of dual issues: for example, a 

commercial professional understanding engineering problems and challenges, and an 

engineer benefiting from commercial skills to improve client relations and challenges. This 

format of introductory/opening courses has another advantage of including students who are 

                                                
9 Annex 4: Matrix 3.1 
10 Annex 4: Matrix 3.1 
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not necessarily in the space sector according to their initial background. Indeed, proposing 

“conversion courses” will allow students with relevant skills and qualifications from other fields 

to add a “space” dimension to their background. Regarding semesters and programmes to be 

built in the frame of UNIVERSEH, they could have an à la carte basis: this flexibility will allow 

students to choose appropriate courses and build unique and tailored training to address new 

challenges in the space domain. 

 

 

c) Importance of project-based learning  

Considering the results linked to soft skills, some comments and also the discussions during 

the UNIVERSEH event11 and ESA workshop, stressed the difficulty to find professionals with 

the right “mindset”.  This observation is also linked with the importance highlighted for 

adaptability and flexibility skills. During the ESA workshop, a difficulty was raised regarding the 

low proficiency in problem-solving skills. These types of competence can be developed 

through interdisciplinary trainings to make students from different backgrounds work together 

and try new approaches when facing problems. Moreover, confronting students with real life 

problems is a key to build new courses which integrate student projects as if they were working 

in a real company. Including student projects with topics and practical cases inspired by real 

work life problems that can be tackled with an interdisciplinary approach would be a key asset 

for new UNIVERSEH courses. 

 

  

                                                
11 Annex 5: UNIVERSEH: The Conference on Space and the Universities of the Future in Europe 
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III. General conclusions 
 

 

Key observations regarding the survey sample and the space sector 

 

The sample achieved in the quantitative and qualitative survey, though modest in size, allows 

one to have an overview of the expectations of industry and of other professionals in the space 

sector in terms of skills. In general terms, the sample was revealed as a dynamic one, engaged 

in the questions asked, and very often willing to comment and share observations: 

● Recruitment is a key concern for respondents, who were not all from Human Resources 

functions, at managerial, professional and technical levels. 

● Industrial companies of all sizes who participated in the survey are heavily involved in 

training and staff development (many respondents agreed to be re-contacted 

afterwards or proposed contributing to a university/industry cooperation.) 

● Respondents are generally supportive of a new interdisciplinary approach to train future 

professionals of the space sector. 

 

 

Key observations linked to interdisciplinarity and skills; lessons learnt 

 

The survey showed willingness of respondents to hire people with both sector specific and 

non-sector specific skills, hence an interest stressed for profiles requiring a combination of skill 

sets. This is particularly true for SMEs which often need to employ people who can work across 

a range of different positions.  

 

The combination of skills that were mostly highlighted are engineering and management skills, 

engineering and business skills, engineering and innovation or entrepreneurship skills. Other 

fields such as Medicine & health, Social & human sciences and Art & cultural were less 

represented in the sample but one can draw some observations. Not all respondents answer 

questions regarding these particular fields but difficulty to hire people with a space medicine 

background or basic knowledge was raised, with a precise example given: biological modelling 

with space application. Art & Cultural studies was also a field where only a few respondents 

engaged, but giving another precise example of art mixing science. Last but not least, Social 

& human sciences were also stressed in a more indirect manner. The survey not only showed 

that there is a demand for technical skills but also identified the sector’s needs for soft skills. It 

showed demand for collaborative working, analytical skills, adaptation skills and interpersonal 

skills.  
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To sum up the workforce needed to tackle the future evolutions of the space sector and the 

future needs of the sectors in terms of skills, ideally has: 

● a combination of technical skills (hard skills including a growing demand in Artificial 

Intelligence, machine learning, robotics…) or a basic knowledge of technical issues; 

● sales and marketing skills, or at least a commercial awareness to be able to speak 

coherently with clients about products; 

● an agile and flexible attitude to respond to innovation in technologies and complex 

environments and to be able to apply a problem-solving mindset; 

● an ability to work in interdisciplinary teams with not necessarily space sector-specific 

skills: there is also a demand for transferable skills from other fields, such as 

communication, project management, managerial skills and soft skills. 

 

Given the complexity and breadth of demand, new UNIVERSEH courses could include: 

● Introduction, opening and conversion courses: to provide students with the 

learning and training opportunity to mobilize their basic knowledge from initial training, 

transfer their skills and directly apply them to roles within the space sector.  

● Project-based learning courses: to develop technical and non-technical skills by 

putting together students from different backgrounds and to develop problem-solving 

skills by applying methods from different academic fields. This problem-based learning 

method will already be part of most of the courses which are currently under 

development in the framework of UNIVERSEH. The need for more problem-based-

learning courses put in evidence by the survey confirms our choices. 

● Flexible programs: to allow students to give a space dimension to their training and 

to encourage the transfer of skills from an academic field to others; through semesters 

specifically related to different fields mixed together (engineering and business, or 

engineering and medicine for example), or through programs built with a common basis 

and an “à la carte” dimension thanks to a common database of shared elective courses. 

 

 

 

Future perspectives to follow up this work 

This survey and its analysis have been achieved in a very short period of time with limited 

resources and could be followed up in the future based on the lessons learnt: 

● The sample is limited in size even if lots of types of organisations are 

represented and prominent actors answered the survey (space agencies and 

big industrial groups) The sample does not represent equally all countries 

involved in the UNIVERSEH project. 

● The sample does not cover all the domains and the survey could be specifically 

shared with organisations from identified sectors not represented: medicine, art 

& cultural studies or social & human sciences. 
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● The survey results show more a picture for the short-term future. More answers 

were received to the questions regarding the situation now than for the 

projections, especially for very long-term projections (10 years+).  

● There is an interest for language skills in the survey and some questions could 

be more detailed to define what are the needs in which specific language. This 

could involve a deeper collaboration with Work Package 2. 

For a future study complementary questions could now be designed drawing on our present 

results, and including a more qualitative method with focus groups is also a possible way 

forward to build on this first analysis.  

 

The UNIVERSEH team will remain engaged to develop innovative courses in line with these 

survey findings, to answer future European challenges in the space sector and to stress that  

innovation usually occurs at the boundary of different disciplines.  
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Acronyms 
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AI: Artificial Intelligence 

ECTS: European Credit Transfer and accumulation System 

ESG: Environmental, Social and Governance 

FSI: Engineering Sciences Faculté (inside Université Paul Sabatier), France 

INP: Institut National Polytechnique de Toulouse, France 

ISAE-Supaero: Institut Supérieur de l'Aéronautique et de l'Espace, France 

ISRU: In-Situ Resource Utilization 

IT: Information Technology 

LEO: Low Earth Orbit 

LTU: Luleå University of Technology, Sweden 

SAR: Search and Rescue 

SME: Small and Medium-sized Enterprise 

TBS: TBS Education - Toulouse Business School 

UDUS: Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf (HHU), Germany 

UniLu: University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg 

UT2: Université de Toulouse 2 Jean Jaurès, France 

UT3 / UPS: Université de Toulouse 3 Paul Sabatier, France 
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1. QUESTIONNAIRE - LIME SURVEY 

The survey was sent on July 16th, 202, the first reminder end of August and the last reminder 

mid-September. We extracted the sample on October 10th, 2021. 
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2. List of organisations contacted  
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3. Addressing the space sector, a 4-segment approach 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Earth: Social, Societal & Environmental Challenges 

 

 

 

 

Sustainable Space 

 

 

 

 

Space Settlement & Resources 

 

 

 

Space Exploration & Deep Space 

 

 

 

Climate Change Geo Data & AI Agriculture 
Navigation 

& Mobility Social Geography 

Earth Sciences 

Geopolitics 

Access to Space Space Law Military Issues Earth 

Observation 

Satellite 

Constellations Space Debris 

Architecture ISRU Telemedicine Water Mgmt Confinement Robotics @ AI 

Sci-Fi Deep Space Litterature Space Probes Cultural Studies 
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4.  Matrix combining academic fields and major application segments for 

space-based activities considering ECTS credits 

 

 

Methodology:  

Based on the map of the partners’ areas of competence (Annex 1), and considering ECTS 

credits for each programme and each course, this synthetic vision has been built combining 

the results for the academic fields and for the spatial segments. The ECTS credits have been 

proportionally divided by the number of crossed combinations of academic field and space 

segment for each programme. For example, if 60 ECTS are associated to a programme which 

combines 2 academic fields and 1 spatial segment, the 60 ECTS have been divided by 3 and 

distributed in the academic fields and spatial segment covered by the programme. 
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5. UNIVERSEH: The Conference on Space and the Universities of the Future in Europe
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